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Hello, everyone. I know, I know,

you are SO excited to see me! Yes,

it really is ME, JK FOWLING!

She smiles and waves, very smugly. She clucks to herself

slightly.

JK FOWLING

As you are aware, I don’t normally

leave my Scottish castle to visit

the public, but this is one of the

rare public appearances stipulated

in my publisher’s contract. Tonight

you will be hearing me read

excerpts from the latest novel in

my blockbuster fantasy series, Eggy

Popper, Hebrew Wizard. In Book 11,

Eggy Popper and the Missing

Messiah, we follow young Eggy and

his teenage companions as they

wander the English countryside

hunting for a way to kill The

Mensch who Must Not Be Named. Now.

Let’s. Get. Started.

She turns to a page.

JK FOWLING

Page 1: "I am going to beat you

into a pulpy bloody omelette, Eggy

Popper!" Don Weasleface was turning

quite red. "The whole British

countryside of secret Hebrew

wizards hate you because you have

the ability to talk to eggs and you

are more popular than me in school

because of your stupid dome shaped

head which I am now going to crack

right open!" "Oh please don’t hate

me, Don Weasleface! You are my best

friend and you are just mad because

in the last book, er, school year,

we had to fight that giant soup

spoon that killed your sister."

"You are right Eggy. I am so mad.

We have to work together... But

what should we do?!" "You know what

we have to do, we have to get back

to Chagvartz Academy for gifted

magical chosen Hebrew wizard

children!"

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

JK Fowling makes a dramatic "oh my!" face. She turns to the

next page.

JK FOWLING

Page 56: Epiphany Blanebaum looked

at Eggy and Don very sternly.

"Well, it is no wonder you have

gotten yourself in trouble again

Eggy. We have to go to Egypt on our

magical flying broom cars!" "But

Epiphany, we will miss British

Passover! And I got my Marmite and

matzah ready and everything.""But

the secret society of worried Jews

must find the seven eggs of Moses."

"Oh that is convenient, because I

can talk to eggs!" (JK Fowling

looks at the audience) Convenient

indeed!

She dramatically winks at the audience.

JK FOWLING

Page 347: wise Rabbi Slumberbore

looked Eggy in the eyes and gave

the following mystical words of

wisdom: "Eggy, life is difficult.

Life is full of unsurmountable

challenges. Every moment is an

opportunity for unexpected

violence, madness, and terror to

descend upon you. I know what you

will want to do. You will want to

fight, you will want to risk

everything in the name of good. And

if you are brave and fight for what

is right... You’re going to get

yourself killed! Whats wrong with

you?! That you should be running

around like a schmageggy, even evil

Menschenstein isn’t as big a

schmuck as you. Just stay inside

where it is safe! Oi vey, you are

going to be the death of me, I

worry.

JK Fowling smiles at how talented she is at foreshadowing. A

JK FOWLING

Page 368: Chagvartz’s Not So Small

Dining Hall was beautifully

decorated for the annual British

Passover Seder. There were giant

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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JK FOWLING (cont’d)
ice sculptures of Moses, great big

jelly bowls made to look like

various plagues. There was sticky

pudding, mince meat, mine liver,

babka, and rugelach, and matzah

pudding and great big plates of

lambs-stomach-jellyswort (a British

Passover delicacy). And all of it

was purchased for a very reasonable

rate from local outlet. But

somehow, menace lurked in the air.

JK gives a dramatic look to the audience.
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Page 800: "DeusChristus!" ZAP! The

Mensch who Must Not Be mentioned

shot a lightning bolt from his evil

enchanted menorah. "Why must you be

so evil?!" Eggy shouted! "Isn’t

being a Mensch a good thing?!" Lord

Voldegoy looked Eggy Popper in the

eye. "Eggy, you haven’t been able

to find the missing Messiah because

you. Are. The... AND that concludes

the first half of Eggy Popper and

the missing Messiah! If you want to

know what happens next, you will

have to purchase a copy. I am going

to go back to my castle now. Good

bye!

JK Fowling exits the stage.


